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MEET CHRISTA JANINE
lasses weekly, a life coaching business

running group and individual programs,

and several workshops for yoga study

and business. She has navigated the

yoga and fitness industry for over 8 years

in many markets throughout North

America and discovered a lack of

diversity and inclusion. She experienced

not only herself but fellow BIPOC being

passed over for promotions, class times,

and formats and being questioned about

their teaching experience from students.

Identifying as a change agent and an

individual who believes in equality in all

spaces, she now focuses energy on

educating individuals and companies on

the importance of Diversity & Inclusion in

the yoga and fitness space.As a life

coach Christa helps women heal from

their past trauma and establish a self-

designed narrative for their lives.As a

200-hour E-RYT yoga instructor & a

digital fitness coach her main focus

through social media, and business

overall, is to encourage & empower

others to live their most authentic lives

by creating their own narrative for their

futures



WHAT IS MEDITATION?
Technically - Meditation is a practice

where an individual uses a technique

– such as mindfulness or focusing the

mind on a particular object, thought,

or activity – to train attention and

awareness, and achieve a mentally

clear and emotionally calm, and

stable state.

Spiritually - I like to think of

meditation as the other side of prayer.

 

TIPS FOR MEDITATION
Create a 'Ritual'/ Make it a priority - 

 Designate a specific time & place for

your meditation each day or day of

the week. 

Use meditation tools - Apps | candles

| Palo Santo | Sage | incense | crystals

| mala beads. {**Creating an

atmosphere to reset your energy &

focus on yourself is vital. }

 Substitution rule - Sub in meditation

for something else in life you enjoy

doing & already make time for {i.e.

binge-watching shows, scrolling

social media, etc.}

Addition rule - Meditate while you're

doing something else that takes

minimal brain activity. {i.e. in the

shower.}
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WHY USE MEDITATION TOOLS?
Using an app allows you to have a

guided focus. 

Palo Santo is a natural remedy for

stress.

Sage improves mood and reduces

stress and anxiety.

Singing bowls can be used to give

you a physical focus to direct your

mind.  
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BENEFITS OF MEDITATION
Better focus and concentration 

 Improves self-esteem and self-

awareness 

Reduce stress

 Helps manage anxiety or

depression

Controls pain

Makes you more kind
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TYPES OF MEDITATION
There are many forms of meditation, but the 2 main categories are

guided vs. unguided meditation. In guided meditation, a teacher

guides you through the basic steps of the practice. In unguided

meditation — also called silent meditation — you meditate alone,

without someone else explaining the process.
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Meditation was not created to

silence the mind completely but

instead was formulated to focus

your thoughts. Our minds will never

completely be silenced, but we can

train our minds to focus on the

thoughts that are most beneficial to

use in each passing moment.   

Use gratitude as a means to focus your

thoughts. Each morning and evening

list 5 things in your life and in your day

you are most grateful to have. Then list

and add 5 things about yourself you're

grateful to have. 

SOMETHING TO REMEMBER

GRATITUDE TECHNIQUE

STAY IN TOUCH FRIENDS...
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